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Abstract. Overlay routing has been successful as an incremental
method to improve Internet routing by allowing its own users to select their logical routing. In the meantime, traﬃc engineering (TE) are
being used to reduce the whole network cost by adapting physical routing in response to varying traﬃc patterns. Previous studies [1, 2] have
shown that the interaction of the two network components can cause
huge network cost increases and oscillations. In this paper, we improve
the interaction between overlay routing and TE by modifying the objectives of both parties. For the overlay part, we propose TE-awareness
which limits the selﬁshness by some bounds so that the action of overlay does not oﬀensively aﬀect TE’s optimization process. Then, we suggest COPE [3] as a strong candidate that achieves close-to-optimal performance for predicted traﬃc matrices and that handles unpredictable
overlay traﬃc eﬃciently. With extensive simulation results, we show the
proposed methods can signiﬁcantly improve the interaction with lower
network cost and smaller oscillation problems.

1

Introduction

Overlay routing has been proposed as an incremental method to enhance the
current Internet routing without requiring additional functionality from the IP
routers. Overlay techniques have been successful for many applications, including application-layer multicast [4, 5, 6], web content distribution [7], and overlay
routing [8, 9].
In an overlay network, overlay nodes form an application-layer logical network
on top of an IP layer network. Overlay networks enable users to make routing
decisions at the application layer by relaying traﬃc among overlay nodes. We
can achieve better route than default IP routing because some problematic and
slow links can be bypassed. In addition, overlay routing can take advantage of
some fast and reliable paths, which could not be used in the default IP routing
due to business relationship.
By its nature, overlay routing has selﬁsh behavior [1,10]. In other words, overlay acts strategically to optimize its performance. This nature of overlay makes
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impact on the related components of the network. We term that overlay routing
has vertical interaction with IP layer’s traﬃc engineering (TE). Whenever an
overlay network changes its logical routing, the underlay routing observes physical traﬃc pattern changes. Then network operators use TE techniques [11,12,13]
to adapt the routing to cope with the new traﬃc demands. This new routing,
in turn, changes link latency observed by the overlay network, and then overlay
makes another decision to change its routing. TE cares about the network as
a whole, in order to provide better service to all the users. However, the main
objective of overlay routing is to minimize its own traﬃc latency. Then an interesting issue is to understand the interaction between overlay routing and IP
routing.
The interaction between overlay routing and TE was ﬁrst addressed by Qiu
et al. [1], where the authors investigate the interaction of overlay routing with
OSPF and MPLS TE. Keralapura et al. [14] examine the interaction dynamics
between the two layers of control from an ISP’s view. Liu et al. [2] formulate the
interaction as a two-player game, where overlay attempts to minimize its delay
and TE tries to minimize the network cost. The paper shows that the interaction
causes a severe oscillation problem to each player and that both players lose as
the interaction proceeds.
In this paper, we propose TE-aware overlay routing, which takes the objective
of underlay routing into account, instead of blindly optimizing its performance.
Moreover, we argue that it is better oﬀ for both players if the underlay routing
is oblivious to the traﬃc demands. We suggest COPE [3] as a strong candidate
for this purpose.
The paper is organized as follows. First, we formally describe the mathematical model in Section 2. Section 3 formulates the interaction of overlay routing
and TE as a non-cooperative two-player game. Then various underlay routing
schemes are described in Section 4, and TE-aware overlay routing is introduced
in Section 5. Section 6 evaluates the proposed methods with extensive simulation
results. Finally, Section 7 concludes the paper and gives future direction.

2

Model

In this section, we describe the mathematical model, which will be used throughout the paper. Basically, TE and overlay have diﬀerent viewpoints of the network.
Network operators know all the underlying structure of the physical network,
whereas overlay has a logical view of the network.
Table 1 summarizes the notations for vertical interaction. First, we use a
graph G = (V, E) to denote an underlay network, where V is the set of physical
nodes and E is the set of edges between nodes. We use l or (i, j) to denote a
link and cap(l) to refer the capacity of link l. For the overlay network, we use a
subgraph G = (V  , E  ) of the underlay graph G. In G , we use i to represent
the overlay node built upon physical node i in underlay graph G. Overlay node
i is connected to j  by a logical link (i , j  ), which corresponds to a physical path
from i to j in G.
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Table 1. Notations for vertical interaction
(i, j), l
(i , j  )
cap(l)
vst (l)
fst (l)
t(l)

physical link
logical link
capacity of a physical link l
ﬂow of dst on link l
fraction of dst on link l
traﬃc rate at link l

dst total TE demand on physical node pair (s, t)
ds t
overlay demand on pair (s , t )
under
dst
TE demand due to underlay traﬃc
doverlay
TE demand due to overlay ﬂow
st
 

P (s t )
 
δps t
(s t )

hp

set of logical paths from s to t
path mapping coeﬃcient
overlay ﬂow on logical path p

Now, we need to have diﬀerent notations for overlay and underlay traﬃc
demands: dst is used to indicate the total traﬃc demand from node s to t, inand doverlay
.
cluding overlay and non-overlay traﬃcs, and dst is a sum of dunder
st
st
under
dst
refers to the background traﬃc by non-overlay demands. Next, it is important to diﬀerentiate doverlay
from ds t : ds t indicates the logical traﬃc dest

mand from overlay node s to t , whereas doverlay
is the physical traﬃc dest
mand on physical node pair (s, t), generated by overlay network. In other words,
doverlay
is computed by the overlay routing based on the current logical demand
st
{ds t |∀s , t ∈ E  }.
 
The third group of notations is for the overlay routing. P (s t ) is the set of
 
logical paths from s to t . δps t is the path mapping coeﬃcient, where the value
(s t )

is 1, if logical link (s , t ) is on logical path p, and 0, otherwise. hp
amount of overlay demand ds t ﬂowing on logical path p.

3

is the

Vertical Interaction Game

Based on the formulations in the previous section, TE and overlay routing are
coupled through the mapping from the logical level path to physical level links.
We can formulate the interaction as a non-cooperative two-player game as described in Fig. 1. The ﬁrst player is the ISP’s TE and the second player is the
overlay routing for the user’s side. The interaction consists of sequential moves of
the two players. Each player takes turn and makes action to optimize its performance. Based on the overlay demand and ﬂow conditions on the physical links,
overlay calculates the optimal ﬂows on the logical routing. These logical ﬂows
and the underlay background traﬃc are coupled to form the total traﬃc matrix, which is the input for TE. Then TE optimizes its performance by adapting
the ﬂows on the physical links, which in turn aﬀects the delays experienced by the
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TE
underlay routing

traffic demands

Overlay

Fig. 1. vertical interaction game: TE determines the physical routing, which decides
link latency experienced by overlay. Given the observed latency, overlay optimizes its
logical routing and changes the physical traﬃc demands, which, in turn, aﬀects the
underlay routing.

overlay. This interaction continues until the two players come up with the Nash
equilibrium point [15, 16], if there exists.
In game theory, Nash equilibrium is a kind of optimal collective strategy in
a game involving two or more players, where no player has anything to gain by
changing only his or her own strategy. If each player has chosen a strategy and
no player can beneﬁt by changing his or her strategy while the other players keep
theirs unchanged, then the current set of strategy choices and the corresponding
payoﬀs constitute a Nash equilibrium.
Liu et al. [2] prove the existence of Nash equilibrium in a simple interaction
game, where the topology consists of three nodes and there is a single demand
between two nodes. Even though we can prove the existence of a convergent
point, the interaction process does not guarantee that two players’ behaviors
converge to the Nash equilibrium. Moreover, if the game gets complicated, it is
even harder to anticipate the interaction process. The authors show that in a realistic scenario, both TE and overlay routing experience substantial performance
loss due to the oscillation.
The main direction of our work is to improve the vertical interaction between
overlay routing and traﬃc engineering. First, we want the interaction game to
converge faster because the oscillation in this game degrades the performance of
both players. Next, we try to reduce the performance variation in the transient
oscillation process.

4

Traﬃc Engineering

In the vertical interaction game, we ﬁrst discuss about three TE schemes as the
ﬁrst player: Multi-Protocol Label Switching (MPLS) [12], oblivious routing [17],
and Common-case Optimization with Penalty Envelope (COPE) [3].
The output of TE is IP-layer routing, which speciﬁes how traﬃc of each OriginDestination (OD) pair is routed across the network. Typically, there is path
diversity: there are multiple paths for each OD pair, and each path routes a
fraction of the traﬃc.
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First, Multi-Protocol Label Switching (MPLS) [12] provides an eﬃcient support of explicit routing, which is the basic mechanism for TE. Explicit routing
allows a particular packet stream to follow a predetermined path. The combination of MPLS technology and its TE capabilities enable the network operator
to load-balance the traﬃc demands adaptively to optimize the network performance. There are two possible ways to describe the network performance:
maximum link utilization (MLU) and total link latency.
Network operators worry about over-loaded links, because these links can be
a bottleneck for the whole network performance. A slight change of the traﬃc
pattern may overload the over-utilized links. Therefore, we want to minimize the
MLU. We use this metric to measure the TE performance in this paper. Given
the traﬃc demand matrix, the goal of MPLS TE is to choose a physical link ﬂow
allocation that minimizes MLU.
MPLS TE optimizes the paths based on the currently observed traﬃc matrix. Unfortunately, measuring and predicting traﬃc demands are really diﬃcult
problems. Flow measurements are rarely available on all links and ingress/egress
points. Moreover, demands change over time on special events such as DoS attack, ﬂash crowds, and internal/external network failures.
Oblivious routing [17] is proposed to resolve this issue. It calculates an optimal
routing which performs reasonably well independent of traﬃc demands. In other
words, this “demand oblivious” routing is designed with little knowledge of traﬃc
demands, taking only the topology along with link capacities into account.
MPLS TE can be regarded as an extreme case of online adaptation. An advantage of this scheme is that it achieves the best performance for the current traﬃc
demand. However, if there are signiﬁcantly fast traﬃc changes, such method can
suﬀer a large transient penalty. Oblivious routing is a way to handle unpredicted
traﬃc spikes. However, a potential drawback of completely oblivious routing is
its sub-optimal performance for the normal traﬃc demand.
Common-case Optimization with Penalty Envelope (COPE) [3] is proposed as
a hybrid combination of predication-based optimal routing and oblivious routing.
COPE handles both dynamic traﬃc and dynamic inter-domain routes and, at the
same time, achieves close-to-optimal performance for normal, predicted traﬃc
matrices.

5

Overlay Routing

Now, we formulate the strategy functions for overlay routing in the vertical
interaction game. We start with the default overlay routing, which we term
selﬁsh overlay routing. Given the current underlay routing and experienced link
latency, selﬁsh overlay tries to minimize its total latency by changing the loads
for each logical path in the overlay network.
Then, we propose a variation of overlay routing. We introduce a new optimization strategy, in which overlay takes the presence of traﬃc engineering into
account. We term this as TE-aware overlay routing.
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Selﬁsh Overlay Routing
(s t )

Overlay routing algorithm determines a logical path ﬂow allocation {hp |∀s ,
 
t ∈ V  , ∀p ∈ P (s t ) } that minimizes the delay experienced by the overlay traf(s t )
ﬁc. By hp , we denote the logical overlay demand from s to t allocated to
path p.
Individual overlay users may choose their routes independently by probing the
underlay network. However, we assume that a centralized entity calculates routes
for all overlay users. Given the physical network topology, underlay routing, and
experienced latency for each link, optimal overlay routing can be obtained by
solving the following non-linear optimization problem:
min

 t(l)overlay
cap(l) − t(l)
l

subject to

 
t)
h(s
p

is a logical routing

∀ link l : t(l) =
fst (l)(dunder
+ doverlay
)
st
st
s,t

∀ link l : t(l)

overlay

=



fst (l)doverlay
st

s,t

∀s, t ∈ V :

doverlay
st

=



 

 

t)
δps t h(s
p

s ,t ,p

The ﬁrst constraint ensures that the logical routing satisﬁes the logical ﬂow
conservation constraints. This can be expressed as follows:


∀s , t ∈ V  :

 

t)
h(s
= ds t
p

p∈P (s t )
 

t)
∀s , t ∈ V  : h(s
≥ 0.
p

Note that the main objective of problem is non-linear. But we can linearize the
non-linear part of the program [18].
5.2

TE-Aware Overlay Routing

Based on the selﬁsh overlay routing, we can change the optimization strategy
to ensure the overlay is TE-aware. By TE-awareness, we mean the selﬁshness
of the overlay is limited by some bound so that the action of overlay does not
oﬀensively aﬀect the TE’s optimization process.
The basic idea is this: (1) when the current latency is below the average latency, the overlay tries to minimize its own traﬃc amount, given that the current
latency is preserved (load-balancer). (2) If the latency is above the average, then
overlay changes the logical routing to improve the latency, but, at the same time,
it avoids a speciﬁc link to be overloaded (limited-optimizer).
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The ﬁrst part, load-balancer, can be formalized as follows:
 overlay
ds,t
min
s,t
 

t)
subject to h(s
is a logical routing
p

∀ link l : t(l) =
fst (l)(dunder
+ doverlay
)
st
st
s,t

∀ link l : t(l)

overlay

=



fst (l)doverlay
st

s,t

∀s, t ∈ V :

doverlay
s,t

=



 

 

t)
δps t h(s
p

s ,t ,p

 t(l)overlay
≤Θ
cap(l) − t(l)
l

Here, the main objective is to minimize the total overlay traﬃc amount. The
last constraint guarantees that the current latency is preserved. (Θ in the last
constraint indicates the current latency.)
Secondly, limited selﬁshness can be implemented by adding the following constraint to the default selﬁsh overlay routing:

fst (l) doverlay
≤θ
∀ link l :
st
s,t

θ = max{t(l)overlay |∀ link l}
Here, θ is the maximum link load that the overlay generates in the previous run.
The additional constraint limits the selﬁshness of overlay and prevents speciﬁc
links to be overloaded.

6

Simulation

This section describes the simulation results of vertical interactions. We ﬁrst
compare MPLS and COPE as the underlay TE schemes, then we evaluate two
overlay schemes: TE-aware overlay and selﬁsh overlay.
We use General Algebraic Modeling System [19] to implement various optimization procedures for the experiments. Then the interaction between optimization programs is implemented by connecting the inputs and outputs of the
GAMS programs through Perl scripts. Given that we run the optimization process for more than hundred iterations, we need a support of Condor [20], which
is a specialized workload management system for compute-intensive jobs.
6.1

Data Set Description

We perform extensive experiments on a 14-node Tier-1 POP topology described
in [21]. The underlay network topology is given in Fig. 2. We have done experiments with other topologies and observed qualitatively consistent results [18].
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Fig. 2. 14-node Tier-1 backbone topology: each node represents a Point-of-Presence
(POP) and each link represents the aggregated connectivity between the routers belonging to a pair of adjacent POPs. Four POPs (3,6,7,11) are used as overlay nodes.

On top of the physical network, we assume a four-node full-meshed overlay network. For the traﬃc matrix, we generate synthetic traﬃc demands using gravity
model [21].
6.2

MPLS and COPE with Selﬁsh Overlay

We start with the comparison between MPLS and COPE in the operator’s viewpoint. We ﬁx the overlay routing to be selﬁsh and compare the performance of
MPLS and COPE. In this experiment, we want to consider the performance of
both TE and overlay.
For the COPE, we need a pre-speciﬁed penalty envelope value. We ﬁrst calculate the value (1.9969) by running oblivious routing, and ﬁnd the optimal
routing which minimizes the oblivious ratio. Then by multiplying 1.1 to the optimal oblivious ratio, we set the penalty envelope value. We set 10% of the total
traﬃc demand to be operated by the selﬁsh overlay routing, and set the load
scale factor to be 0.5, which means that the maximum link utilization is 50%,
when all the demands use the default underlay routing without overlay’s action.
The experiment results are shown in Fig. 3. We can observe that the COPE
makes better interaction with selﬁsh overlay. MPLS TE suﬀers from substantially large oscillation throughout the interaction, where COPE achieves almost
stable performance with its maximum link utilization. Similarly, the dynamics
of overlay latency is quite stable with the interaction of COPE. Moreover, the
average latency sometimes gets improved by using COPE.
We have also conducted more experiments to explore the impact of overlay
fraction and link utilization to the vertical interaction [18]. With the extensive
simulation, we ﬁnd COPE as a strong TE technique which achieves stable performance even the selﬁsh overlay traﬃc dominates a signiﬁcant portion of the
total traﬃc demand.
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Fig. 3. MPLS and COPE with selﬁsh overlay. 14-node topology with a 4-node overlay network, overlay fraction = 10%, load scale factor = 0.5. (MLU: Maximum Link
Utilization).

6.3

TE-Aware Overlay and Selﬁsh Overlay with MPLS

Now, we compare TE-aware overlay routing and selﬁsh overlay routing to evaluate our proposed scheme. For the underlay routing, we again use MPLS and
COPE. We ﬁrst start the evaluation by comparing two overlay routings on top
of MPLS TE.
In Fig. 4, we set 10% of the traﬃc to be operated by overlay routing and
set the load scale factor to be 0.5. Considering the overlay latency, TE-aware
overlay routing achieves more stable performance. Moreover, the average latency
of TE-aware overlay is lower than that of selﬁsh overlay. We can see that overlay
routing can achieve better and stable routing by understanding the objective of
underlay routing.
Considering the TE side, selﬁsh overlay routing makes signiﬁcant burden to
the underlay routing because it generates substantially large amount of additional traﬃc. Thus, we can observe sudden increase of the maximum link utilization. However, TE-aware overlay limits its selﬁshness and tries to avoid a
speciﬁc link to be over-loaded by its own traﬃc. Thus, the ﬂuctuation of maximum link utilization is smaller when the overlay is TE-aware.
We have also analyzed the impact of the overlay fraction and link utilization
to the interaction [18]. The experiments are conducted where the network is
substantially congested (90% - 120%). Still, the proposed method makes better
interaction than selﬁsh overlay does.
With the extensive experiment results, we come up with the conclusion that
TE-aware overlay routing generally makes stable interaction with MPLS TE.
Selﬁsh overlay routing experiences less predictable latency and it makes signiﬁcantly large maximum link utilization of the network. However, we can achieve either convergence or regular pattern with the overlay latency when TE-awareness
is embedded in overlay routing. Moreover, the network overhead to the TE is
reduced by using the proposed overlay routing. Thus, TE-awareness obtains winwin game for each player in the presence of MPLS TE.
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Fig. 4. TE-aware overlay and selﬁsh overlay on MPLS. 14-node topology with a 4-node
overlay network, overlay fraction = 10%, load scale factor = 0.5 (MLU: Maximum Link
Utilization).

6.4

TE-Aware Overlay and Selﬁsh Overlay with COPE

For the last experiment, we compare TE-aware overlay and selﬁsh overlay on top
of the COPE TE. In the previous experiments comparing COPE and MPLS, we
have observed that COPE achieves better interaction with selﬁsh overlay routing.
Now, the question is how much gain we can get by using TE-aware overlay with
COPE.
Figure 5 describes the experiment results, where 10% of the traﬃc is routed
by overlay routing and load scale factor is 0.5. Similar to the experiment result of
the previous sections, TE-aware overlay converges faster than the selﬁsh overlay.
However, comparing to the oscillation in MPLS experiments, we can see the
performance variation is negligible. Similar patterns can be observed with the
maximum link utilization.
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Fig. 5. TE-aware overlay and selﬁsh overlay on COPE. 14-node topology with a 4-node
overlay network, overlay fraction = 10%, load scale factor = 0.5 (MLU: Maximum Link
Utilization).
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6.5

Simulation Summary

Considering the overlay side, in all experiments, the latency experienced by TEaware overlay is better than that of selﬁsh overlay. The maximum link latency
experienced by selﬁsh overlay is sometimes twice larger than average latency.
In some scenarios, selﬁsh overlay latency keeps increasing as the interaction
with underlay proceeds. TE-aware overlay shows similar pattern but makes convergence at considerably lower latency. Looking at the TE side, TE-awareness
obtains either similar or better performance than selﬁshness.
Summarizing the interaction experiments with COPE, we can achieve considerably good interaction for both selﬁsh overlay and TE-aware overlay. But,
TE-aware overlay performs slightly better than selﬁsh overlay routing.

7

Conclusion and Future Direction

In this paper, we improve the vertical interaction between overlay routing and trafﬁc engineering by modifying the objectives of both parties. We propose TE-aware
overlay routing, which takes traﬃc engineering’s objective into account in overlay
routing decision. We also suggest COPE as a strong traﬃc engineering technique,
which makes a good interaction with unpredictable overlay traﬃc demands. We
show the feasibility of the proposed methods with extensive simulation results.
The model used in this paper can be enhanced in several ways. First, we
have captured vertical interaction within a single domain. We can extend the
arguments to inter-domain level, where overlay nodes are spread across several
autonomous systems and cooperate each other. Then the action of overlay will
make interaction with inter-domain routing algorithms.
Secondly, multiple overlays may coexist on top of a shared underlay network.
The decision of an overlay depends on probing information of logical paths. If
overlays share some links but do not exchange the routing information of each
other, currently observed link performance is likely be changed by the actions of
other overlays. We can study this horizontal interaction among overlays.
Lastly, we use average latency as an indicator in TE-aware overlay routing.
But it may be diﬃcult to get this value in reality. Then we can use mechanism
similar to TCP congestion control, where overlay additively increases the selfishness until it leads congestion and exponentially decreases the selﬁshness to
ease the congestion level.
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